Remove and replace existing 3x3 steel fence embedded in concrete, 2 pine trees and 1 bollard. AC patch curb with pipe.

Trim tree to allow for scaffold - possibly remove completely - Neil to verify through grounds.

Remove 2 columns along with wood trellis and vines. Trellis to be re-installed at completion of project.

Remove and replace existing concrete paving in this area along with 2 trees. Remove, store and reinstall 3 benches and 1 table in this area.

Remove wood roof trellis, vines and wood door/gate at enclosure.

Removal of palm trees to be stored on campus and reinstalled after construction for access to material/man lift and trash shoot.

Possible area for storing 12 existing palm trees for re-installation.

Employee Parking Upper Level Only

Construction Vehicle Path
Emergency Vehicle Path
Pedestrian Walkway
Limit of Work (Fence w/ privacy screen)
Staging/Laydown Area
Construction Gates
Manlifts
Trash Chutes (during Demo)
Covered Pedestrian Tunnel
Wood Fence
Shade and Lunch Area

LEGEND: